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We are the geosynthetics company that delivers the best technical expertise and innovative 
solutions you need at the quality you and your customer expect.

Keep Your Site, Equipment, and Workers Safe from the Elements

explore our geosynthetic solutions  

Layfield offers engineered solutions for reliable tarpaulin and enclosure systems. These systems provide 
industry-leading weather protection and debris containment in commercial and industrial construction applications. 
Keep your assets safe with Layfield.

INDUSTRIAL
FABRICS

https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/
https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/solutions/industrial-fabrics/
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With deep roots in the scaffold enclosure industry, 
Layfield has been pioneering better ways to safely and 
economically protect workers and assets from the harmful 
effects of weather. Close collaboration with our customers 
and industry partners has allowed us to develop a diverse 
range of tarpaulins and films that are purpose-built for 
your enclosure needs. 

ENCLosure Systems

WEatherpro™ TES
The WeatherPRO™ Tension Enclosure System (TES) is 
designed to attach to standard 7’ & 10’ scaffolding frames 
and is constructed with interlocking reinforced edges. 
Grommets and connector pins are used to connect one to 
the next, forming a weather-tight seal.

WEatherpro™ XTREME
WeatherPRO™ XTREME (WPX) is a string-reinforced fabric 
enclosure system using special elasticized shock cords to 
attach to a structure or scaffold.

WEatherpro™ WES
The WeatherPRO™ Enclosure System (WES) uses a unique 
track system designed to attach to most scaffold frames 
or directly to a structure. The tracks are made from high-
strength, lightweight aluminum or tough, flexible plastic. 
The tarpaulin is built with rope edges to slide into the 
track attachment.

https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/
https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/solutions/industrial-fabrics/enclosure-systems/
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debris netting
Layfield’s debris netting is highly durable, UV stabilized, 
fire-retardant, and reusable. Whether you’re working on new 
construction, shoring or bridgework, debris nets can help 
you protect the space below while you work above.

heatshrink
Manufactured from low-density polyethylene film, 
HeatShrink protects your equipment from extreme weather, 
moisture, wind, and more. When heat is applied, the film 
shrinks tightly over anything it covers. Our BioFlex® variety 
offers the additional benefit of returning safely to the 
environment upon disposal.

snow removal tarps
 Snow Removal Tarps allow contractors to clear job sites 
quicker, allowing production to move forward. Simply 
lay the tarps out in a grid the day or evening before the 
forecasted snow arrives. Once the snow subsides, lift the 
tarps and the snow with a crane and get on with your work.

custom tarps
Layfield has extensive experience in fabricating custom 
tarpaulins. We have a number of hem and finishing details 
available and can manufacture tarps in large quantities. We 
have a vast line of industrial fabrics that can be used for 
your tarpaulin requirements. 

For over 45 years, Layfield has 
offered engineered solutions for 
temporary building enclosure 
products for weather and debris 
containment applications. If you are 
interested in learning more, please 

be sure to check out our latest 
on-demand webinar on ‘Enclosure 
Systems for Construction products’.

To view webinar, PLEASE  
SCAN THE QR CODE

https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/
https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/solutions/industrial-fabrics/debris-netting/
https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/solutions/industrial-fabrics/snow-removal-tarps/
https://www.layfieldgroup.com/geosynthetics/solutions/industrial-fabrics/heatshrink/
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insulated blankets &
FR INSULATED BLANKETS
Retain heat on your construction site and reduce heating costs with an insulated blanket, a lightweight and effective method 
of providing temporary insulation. Layfield Insulated Blankets are additionally used to maintain optimum concrete cure time 
in cold and adverse weather, preventing hold-ups on construction projects.

Where fire safety is a concern, Layfield offers fire-retardant insulated blankets. Manufactured using fire-retardant shells 
and foam, Layfield FR blankets pass the NFPA 701 large-scale FR test as a complete unit and are made from stronger and 
reusable materials than typical commodity insulated blankets.
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